CHANELLE QUEZADA

HOW DO YOU

HOW DO YOU

HOW DO YOU

HOW DO YOU

MAKE THINGS?

MOVE THINGS?

MAKE FONTS?

MAKE WEBSITES?

ILLUSTRATOR

AFTER EFFECTS

MY HANDS

DREAMWEAVER

PHOTOSHOP

FINAL CUT

FONT LAB

HTML

INDESIGN

ISTOP MOTION

CSS

SKETCH

DRAGON STOP MOTION

JAVA SCRIPT

EXPERIENCE
10.15 CURRENT
09.14 10.15
NCLUSIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA
UX / UI DESIGNER
Executes unique and well thought out user interfaces. Works with

AWAYK
LOS ANGELES
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Determine best visual representation of brand.
Manage multiple projects from concept through
completion. Establish creative direction for the

2015

entire line of online services and designs.
Supervise and inspire the creative team of

product team during product discovery and strategy phase to

vendor partners; generate multiple concepts for

obtain better understanding of user flow and product logic. Put

a campaign or project. Responsible for all

together site maps, user flow and wireframes . Delivers

UI/UX execution.

documentation and style guides for development . Produces
short animations and motion graphics for marketing sites and
internal case studies. Provides overall graphic design support to
different project teams.

03.14 05.14
2014

02.14 09.14

COALITION UNITED VISUAL
NEW YORK
REMOTE MOTION GRAPHICS CONTRACTOR
Responsible for execution of lyrics videos for

CHANNEL FACTORY
LOS ANGELES, CA
SR. DESIGNER

artists from preproduction stage to final
versions. Working closely with Art Director
remotely on all projects.

Responsible for production of all internal branded
content including website, videos, and sales
materials. Provided banner and rich media assets
for clients when necessary. Worked closely with
marketing department on developing strategy.

2013

06.13 CURRENT
LEVITATE MEDIA
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
REMOTE MOTION GRAPHICS CONTRACTOR

02.13 02.14

Responsible for execution of motion graphics
for tech companies from preproduction stage

CHANNEL FACTORY
LOS ANGELES, CA
DESIGN ASSOCIATE

to final versions.

Responsible for production of all sales material
graphics and assets, videos executed, and motion

08.12 01.13

graphics. Provided social media branding for
clients. Worked with all departments, deadlines,
and client branding for video marketing agency
that works with fortune 500 brands.

2013

05.12 02.13

PINK INDIGO
ATLANTA, GA
REMOTE GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
Responsible for all web and business graphics.
Worked closely with creative director for
creative insight. Experience with UI design,

INTERN MEDIA GROUP, INC.
SANTA MONICA, CA
GRAPHICS AND VIDEO CONTRACTOR

graphics, and long-distance client deadlines.
New approach to branding led to a more
positive response and elevating the
volume of customers.

Responsible for entire content visual department,
including motion graphics, video titling, print, and
social media graphics. Experience with video

05.12 05.13

production, deadlines, and growing a start-up
brand aesthetically.

WINK PEACE & POUT
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND, U.K.
REMOTE GRAPHIC DESIGNER CONTRACTOR

10.11 05.12

Logo design and concept for UK clothing line.
New logos for both stages of rebranding to

EMBRACE THE CULTURE
ORLANDO, FL
WEBMASTER
Responsible for front end developing, managing,

create a stronger and long lasting brand.

2011

and organizing apparel website. Experience with
e-commerce sites .Result of website rebrand led
to a high volume of sales and more exposure to
brand overall.

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE IN DIGITAL ARTS AND DESIGN
FULL SAIL UNIVERSITY
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
MAY 4, 2012

CHANELLEQUEZADA.COM

940.206.3477

HELLO@CHANELLEQUEZADA.COM

